
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement?The opinions of 
celebrities, such as famous entertainers and athletes, are more important to 

younger people than they are to older people.Use specific reasons and 
examples to support your answer.

     

     Many people maintains that the speaking of 
popular persons have effective influence on younger 
individuals. But also they have a prejudice on their 
opinion more than older audiences. Younger peoples 
are less logical than older ones, They care to some 
bodies who they are not perfect in each side of life, 
and they can not make a precise decision.

         First, young individuals are more emotional than 
old adults. Therefor, they have no idea when their 
popular person recommend some advices. They can't 
make a precise decision when they listened to the 
speaking of who, they love her. For example, 
researchers showed that most of the followers of 
soccer player and actors are teenagers. They consider 
to the comments and follow their followers. 
Consequently, they find out those speaking have 
influenced on these audiences.

         Second, teenagers pay attention to superficial 
items and beliefs of famous people are extremely 
valuable for them because of they see positive 



appearance of them. They appreciate the heroes who 
are just known by many society and there is no 
different for them that is their thinking useful too or 
not. When I was younger, a friends of mine loved a 
Rap's singer and she thought that he is a perfect 
human too. In elections, she voted whom he had told. 
However, later she understands that the singer 
received a lot of money for mention this 
recommendation and He advertised for the stupid 
candida. 

         Moreover, young persons are without much 
experience of judging subjects. They have less 
knowledge than older adults about critical thinking. 
They have read less stories, they have listened less 
news and etc. They can not have an exact judgment, 
so they use their heroes' suggestions. By the way, 
adults had opportunity to evaluate their decisions, 
and they can have a better judgment without much 
bias. In a country, people selected an excellent 
government and scientists show that the population 
of there was full of old persons, In other hand, it has 
much more old persons than young individuals.

In conclusion, the effect of famous people's ideas   
influences on the younger ones more than older 
persons. In my opinion, youngers should have chance 



to test their options and should being more clever 
listeners.

    


